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Technical Visit to Guangzhou Ji Hai Shipping Material Company Ltd. and
Historical Site of Huangpu Military Academy
A technical visit to Guangzhou Ji Hai Shipping Material Company Ltd. jointly organized by HKJB,
HKIMT and HKIE-MMNC was held on 20 January 2018. Over 20 members participated the visit and
were gathered at Shenzhen Bay Control Point at 9:30a.m. on that day!
Guangzhou Ji Hai Shipping Material Company Limited is
one of the major ship supply operator in China. It has over
twenty operating points located all over the China. These
points are situated as far north as Yingkou and as far south
as Haikou. The company is a member of: International Ship
Suppliers & Services Association (ISSA), China Friendship
External Supplier Association of Commerce (CFESA),
Guangdong Ship-Owner (GDSA) and TRADENET
(SHIPSERV). An ISSA Quality Standard Certificate was
obtained in 2009 to certify that its service quality complies
with international standards.

Ji Hai Shipping Material Company visit

As Ji Hai is a logistic company specialises in the provision of supplies to ships, it provides ships’
needs such as food, domestic utensils, tools, spare parts, lubricants, construction materials,
equipment, chemicals, fresh water etc. These supplies may range from minute screws to huge and
powerful diesel engines.
To fulfill the regular and emergency needs of a ship, a logistic company like Ji Hai should be able to
procure a great variety of products and deliver them safely within a short time frame to a ship calling
at any port within China. These products may be produced locally or may be manufactured elsewhere.
For locally products, the supply operation is relatively simple. They may be procured directly from
the local manufacturing companies and deliver them to Ji Hai’s supply points in China. For products
manufactured in other countries, the operation is more complex. The customer has to provide the
part numbers, manufacturer and/or the specifications for the components. Ji Hai can only start the
sourcing exercises then. Thousands of food items, equipment, fittings and appliances whether big
or small are acquired in these ways. An order list is compiled with the detail specifications of the
items together with their prices for the scrutiny of the customer. When the list is endorsed, the rush
began! Today, logistic companies are generally not too concern about the quality of the products. It
is common that domestic products are required to meet the national standards and ship equipment
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are required to comply with international marine standards and certified by ship classification
societies.
The purpose of this visit is to understand the daily operations of JI Hai’s headquarter and its
warehouse in Guangzhou. Despite the extensive use of computerised systems today in the storage
and retrieval of goods, the procurement and delivery processes are still very labour intensive. In order
to deal with the demand, size, rapid delivery and growth of its businesses, Ji Hai has three large
warehouses in Guangzhou for the storage of incoming and outgoing goods. Order lists are packed
and delivered to the port of call of the ships in an orderly manner. To deliver these packages on time,
the company’s planning and management of all the activities involved in sourcing and procurement,
conversion, and logistics activities are important and are chained together.
Members were impressed by the success of the company
as a supplier. The rapid growth of the business of the
company is breath taking. It was found that the
fundamental elements to sustain its success and growth
are its extensive scope of supplies, rapid logistics support
and in particular effective communication. Young
engineers should appreciate the importance of effective
communication and the ability to the speedy response to
the environment changes of the businesses within a
company.
Exchange of Souvenirs with Ji Hai

The morning visit ended with the exchange of souvenirs
between the Mr Hans Tang – General Manager of Ji Hai
Shipping Material Co Ltd and the representatives of the
HKJB, HKIMT and HKIE-MMNC.

With the kind support from Mr Yeung Ngan Mo – Manager
of Yiu Lian Dockyards Ltd, members were given the
opportunity to visit the historical Huangpu Military Academy
site in the afternoon. The Academy site is located in
Guangdong Province, China, Guangzhou Huangpu
District Long Island. The buildings of the academy were
from the former Qing army and navy elementary school. On
June 16, 1924, with the coordination of the ruling party of
China and the help of Soviet Union, the Huangpu Military
Academy was set up to train military officials. It turned out
that the Academy was a great success. Many famous
generals from both the Communist Party and the KMT over
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Inside Huangpu Military Academy

the century received their training there. The former site of Huangpu Military Academy was bombed
during the China and Japan war (1937-1945) and was revived in 1964. In 1988, the site was
designated as a national heritage conservation unit.
The memorial site of Huangpu Military Academy has many attractions. It has a Zhongshan monument,
a bronze statue of Sun Zhongshan, Sun Zhongshan memorial hall, school buildings and the
exhibition house showing the historical records of the Huangpu Military Academy.
The visit was an Interesting experience to all. The trip included taking a vehicular ferry to the
Academy, visiting a military submarine and the tasting of Long Island’s delicious fruits. Members
were all very appreciative to this learning opportunity.
(Reported by Ricky Lai and Leslie Lee)

Ship Owning: Changes & Challenges
ICS once again hosted an incredibly informative and engaging evening on 9th February 2018, this
time at the Indian Recreation Club. Attendees were greeted with a drinks reception in the main hall
of the club, which provided a wonderful prologue to Edward Buttery's talk on the changing nature of
dry bulk shipping and ship owning over the last ten years. The space was rapidly filled with people
from across the entire industry who were keen on gaining further insight into what has been a
challenging period in shipping's history and it was a fantastic start to the ICS' annual talk.
The event was introduced by ICS student Ms.
Dimitra Pong, who made everyone feel very
welcome from arrival and throughout. Mr. Edward
Buttery, who is the Founder and Chief Executive
Officer of Taylor Maritime Ltd, a dry bulk owner
company, was the honored guest of the evening.
More specifically, he shared his experience about
establishing his company in 2013 and the
unwillingness of banks to provide loans within that
period of time.
Edward provided a highly thought-provoking and
Presenter – Mr. Edward Buttery
relatable speech, which covered the technical and
logistical challenges that have characterised the shipping industry as a whole and continue to do so,
as well as providing an insight into what it takes to own and run a shipping company. This was a
particularly compelling aspect of the talk and the major takeaways from this were the importance of
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building a team of strong, supportive and knowledgeable people, knowing your strengths as well as
your weaknesses, and having fundamental goals that keep you striving towards a realizable target.
Also, commenting on the global financial crisis within the last 10 years, he expressed his thoughts
about the evolvement of ship owning companies under the pressure of cost minimization and quality
of maintenance. Also, he mentioned constant changes that challenge the shipping industry
nowadays. Such topics were cyber security, ballast water management system and scrubber
technology. Finally, he expanded on strategies that a shipping firm should employ to survive and
succeed, and he implied that this is a good time to invest in the dry bulk sector.

Q & A Session

The question and answer component of the talk was equally
as interesting, especially due to the numbers of people that
were in attendance. Various viewpoints were put forward as
to the nature of the challenges that face the industry
currently and that will potentially face the industry going
forward. These ranged from human resources for crewing
to funding and ballast water management, and cyber
security. Emissions regulations were naturally something
that was agreed upon as being a current and future
challenge for the industry, as well as the automation of
vessel systems.

A 15-minute session for questions and answers was
followed by his speech, giving the opportunity for
participants to find direct answers. In continue, the Branch
Chairman Joseph Chau, FICS presented him with a
memento.
The talk was followed by an excellent networking
opportunity thanks to the number of people that attended
the event and the cross section of the shipping industry
that they represented. Overall, it was a memorable and
successful evening organized by ICS and we are very
much looking forward to the next one.

ICS Chairman Joseph Chau Presented a
memento to Mr. Edward Buttery

Branch Hon-Secretary Rakesh Sethi MICS extended a very hearty vote of thanks to Edward Buttery
for sharing with his experience and opinions today. An event like this cannot happen overnight. The
wheels start rolling weeks ago. It requires planning and a bird’s eye for details. The event wouldn't
have been possible without assistance and help of ICS Student Ms. Dimitra Pong, a very motivated
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and dedicated student, who organized event in a very professional manner. Secretary also thanked
the sponsors for the event Desan Shipyard Tuzla Bay Turkey for their gracious support.
HKIMT and HKJB was represented by Mr. Albert W S LO, Mr Kaushik ROY, Mr Alan TSANG, Mr
Richard DIAS, Mr Laxman KUMAR, Mr. M.C. CHAN.
(Reported by Rakesh Sethi)

Battery Powered Self-Unloading Coal Carrier
A self-unloading coal carrier solely powered by batteries was built and delivered at Guangzhou
Shipyard International (GSI). A total of 21 delegates visited GSI’s Nan Sha shipyard located in Long
Xue Island on 20 February 2018 to see this vessel. This was an event co-organised by the HKJB,
HKIMT, and HKIE-MMNC and coordinated by Guangdong SNAME (GDSNAME).
The Hong Kong delegates together with more than 40 GDSNAME members/guests gathered at GSI’s
auditorium and listened to the informative presentation of GSI’s project manager and designers’ clear
explanations on the technical and operational aspects of the self-unloading coal carrier.
This coal carrier has a length between perpendiculars (LBP) of 68 m, moulded breadth of 13.9 m,
moulded depth of 4.5 m and a design draught of 3.3 m. Its deadweight is 2,000 tonnes. This vessel
is claimed to be the first of its kind in the world and is also extremely environmental friendly. Unlike
convention vessels, this vessel is powered purely by electricity taken from lithium batteries. The
propulsion engines are two 160kW electric motor driving two Voith Schneider Propeller (i.e. vertical
blade cycloidal propeller) that can propel the vessel up to 7 knots.

Coal carrier

Vertical Blade propulsion
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This vessel is classed with China Classification Society (CCS) for use as a river trade vessel. The
vessel plies fixed routes shipping coal for the Pearl River, Guangzhou and Wang Long power plants.
Like all other classed vessels, plan approval and construction survey were carried out by CCS to
ensure that relevant class rules are fully complied with. Furthermore, due to its special propulsion
system and green nature, the class notation comes with specific description its electric power
propulsion system and assigns it as a Level III green ship.
The vessel has only one cargo hold to facilitate smooth cargo discharge. The telescopic side hatch
canopy of the ship structure ensures that coal in the cargo hold converges onto the conveyor belt
located near the double bottom centerline. The bridge is located at the forward end, and the
accommodation block and cargo control room are all situated at the aft end. Unlike other selfunloading bulk carriers, the unloading boom is located at the aft end of the ship. The discharge belt
and the discharge boom are all protected by a cover to reduce the dispersion of cargo dust during
the unloading operation. Cargo is also protected from the rain during rainy seasons this way. The
capacity of the cargo discharge system is about 1,000 tonnes per hour. Shore power is used for all
cargo handling operations.
The technical features bring 3 breakthroughs: (i) hull design and layout facilitated the use of batteries
as propulsion power in a grand scale, which lead to energy saving and high propulsive efficiency; (ii)
lifting the limitation of using fossil fuel in inland waterways transportation; and (iii) using vertical blade
all direction propulsion system which enhances maneuvering efficiency and engineering complexity.
The vessel is technically advanced. It is the first vessel completely relies on lithium batteries as its
source of power supply to its propulsion system; the first inland waterways cargo vessel using vertical
blade all direction propulsion system; the first inland waterways cargo vessel using light weight
telescopic cargo hatch canopy; the first self-unloading coal carrier using totally enclosed cargo
discharge boom and the first inland waterways large coal carrier awarded the green ship level III
notation in China. This vessel is worthy of being considered as one of the significant small ship of
the year!
Commemorate plates, bearing the logos of all 3 institutions, were presented to the event coordinator,
Guangdong Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, and the hosts Guangzhou Shipyard
International and South China University of Technology, as tokens of our appreciation in conducting
such an enjoyable event.
(Reported by Ben Y. W. Lau)
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Personal Progression and Enhancement through CPD
On 6 March 2018, members from various
companies and organisations in the maritime
industry attended this technical seminar hosted by
the HKJB of RINA & IMarEST and the HKIMT at
Harbour Building, Central. Professor John
Chudley, Director of Professional Development of
IMarEST provided an update on the recent
developments and IMarEST requirements for
obtaining Continuing Professional Development
(CPD).

Prof. John Chudley’s presentation on CPD

CPD refers to the learning activities
professionals engaged in to the
development and enhancement of their
abilities.
It
combines
different
methodologies to learning, such as
training workshops, conferences and
events, e-learning programs, best-practice
techniques and idea sharing. CPD is vital
for the upkeeping of the expertise and
proficiency of individuals, organisations
and the marine industry to date. Engaging
in CPD activities ensures that both
academic and practical qualifications of
individuals do not become obsolete and
Technical Seminar on CPD
continue to ‘up-skill’ or ‘re-skill’ themselves
regardless of their occupation, age or educational level. Therefore, CPD is not only beneficial to the
individual, it also helps to develop a strong skills and knowledge base within organisations and retain
employees longer. Organisations investing in CPD would be able to maintain a significant and
sustainable competitive advantage.
IMarEST has developed an innovative platform to coordinate these learning activities – IMarEST
Echo. The platform supports internet access by desktop computers, Apple and Android Apps.
Members can view their CPD progress, learning activities and learn through these devises to access
the platform.
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The full set of the presentation materials can be obtained by clicking the “Download Attachment”
document at the following site:
https://www.imarest.org/local-communities/asiapacific/hong-kong-joint/item/4077-technical-seminarpersonal-progression-and-enhancement-throughcontinuing-professional-development-by-prof-john-chudleydirector-of-imarest-u-k
The
seminar
was
well
attended
with
more
than 20 participants from the industry, and lively
discussions followed. Professor John Chudley was warmly
applauded for his very excellent presentation and
informative and knowledgeable explanations on all of the
questions raised.

HKJB Chairman, Mr. Ben LAU presented a
memento to Prof. John Chudley

(Reported by Dr. Stephen Li)

Technical Visit to Hongkong United Dockyards Limited and Career Talk on 10
March 2018
A lot of watercrafts, travelling the world’s oceans and deep waterways, carry passengers or goods,
or perform their specialized missions every day. However, a ship may encounter marine accidents
during her voyage, such as suffering from structural hull failure, experiencing mechanical engine
breakdown, and etc. A “hospital”, in the meantime, becomes an accommodation for an impaired
vessel and the “doctors” inside the “hospital” are responsible in diagnosis of the vessel’s “disorder”
and provision of “medical treatment” to turn the vessel “healthy” again. Dockyard and marine
engineers are genuinely playing the roles as the hospital and the doctors respectively in recovering
an impaired vessel to a satisfactory form to perform her designated mission.
The Hong Kong Institute of Marine Technology (HKIMT) organized a merged event of technical visit
and student career talk in the Hongkong United Dockyards Limited (HUD) for industrial-based
secondary school students on 10 March 2018. The visit was led by Mr. Matthew B. T. Shu, the Vice
Chairman of HKIMT, and Dr. K. S. Fung, the Honorary Secretary of HKIMT. The main aim of the
visit was to introduce and to promote marine industry to more youngsters, as well as to enlighten the
teenagers to understand more about the functions of dockyards and the role of marine engineers.
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The event was initiated with an introductory session, spoken by Ir Leslie Y. K. Lee and Mr. Raymond
P. H. Yim, who was the Technical Manager of the HUD Salvage and Towage Division and the Land
Engineering Manager of the HUD Engineering Division respectively. He briefed the organization and
different kinds of engineering operations of the HUD. The Hongkong United Dockyards Limited
("HUD"), originally the merger of Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Company Limited and Taikoo
Dockyard & Engineering Company, was currently a joint venture between CK Hutchison and Swire
Pacific, and was geographically located in Tsing Yi Island. It aimed to integrate the extensive
dockyard expertise and to provide multi-disciplinary marine services and engineering solutions in
Asia.

Inside HUD

Floating Dock

The introductory session was then followed by a half-hour visit in different sessions of the HUD. We
firstly visited the Salvage and Towage Division, which could provide 24-hour towage and salvage
services in Hong Kong and the Far East. The division was responsible in commanding a fleet of 13
tug boats for the job assignments and navigating mission by several commanders inside an operation
room. With the help of an Automatic Identification System (AIS) equipped in the operation room and
the assistance from the Marine Department’s Vessel Traffic System, the commanders were able to
grasp the essential information regarding the real-time marine traffics in various areas of Hong Kong
Waters, which allowed them to deploy the tugs and to execute the assignments effectively.
The floating dock was the other stop of the visit. The dock possessed a lifting capacity of 40,000
tonnes, which was capable of docking vessels up to 300m in length and 41.5m in width. The water
depth of the dock over the blocks could also be up to 10.00m, which was approximately a height of
three-floor building. Thanks to its excellent lifting capacity, the floating dock was capable to assist
and cater a relatively “oversized patient” in need for repairing, when comparing with other commercial
dockyards in Hong Kong. By controlling the buoyancy of twenty-eight ballast tanks with the
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assistance of eight ballast pumps, the floating dock could be flooded to allow a vessel to be floated
in, and later drained to allow the vessel to come to rest on a dry platform. As a noticeable landmark
in the HUD, the secondary students were amazed with the enormous structure of the floating dock.
After the visit inside the HUD, there was a career talk session regarding the role of the marine
engineers in shipping industry. The session was divided into two parts, which served the same
purpose, but two different sectors of marine engineers were accordingly introduced and discussed
in each part. The first part of the presentation was talked by Mr. Sam C. H. Kwan and Mr. Ian C. Y.
Fung in relation to the work of a naval architect. Both Mr. Kwan and Mr. Fung were fresh graduates
of naval architecture and worked as project officers in Marine Department.
Mr. Fung firstly
addressed what naval architecture was, and subsequently what the purposes of different kinds of
vessels were. He also mentioned some interesting features of several specialized vessels, which
caught a lot of attention from the audiences. Mr.
Kwan latterly introduced the concept behind
designing a vessel. Several parameters regarding
ship design, including the mission of the vessel, how
the ship is constructed, the general arrangement, the
powering, the stability and cost estimation, as well as
the link of these parameters to the design spiral were
also discussed and explained. Dr. Peter S. K. Lai,
who was an experienced naval architect and
currently worked as a surveyor of ships in Marine
Department, further added the career path on how to
become a naval architect, which gave insight and
idea to secondary students in thinking of becoming
Inside HUD Salvage and Towing Division
naval architects as their future professions.
Last but not least, the second part, which was purposed to interpret the task of a mechanical marine
engineer, was spoken by Mr. W. L. Chan. Mr. Chan previously worked as a superintendent in a
shipping company, and currently worked as a surveyor of ships in Marine Department. He showed
a lot of photos illustrating every part of a ship, including engine room, wheelhouse, forecastle and
steering gear room. He also shared his working experience as a mechanical marine engineer,
describing marine engineers as the “guardian” of the vessel. He, finally yet importantly, emphasized
the role of marine engineers in catering the needs when the ship was both in operation and resting
in berth.
The event was ended with group photos taking and
lunch in a Chinese restaurant in the afternoon. As one
of the participants taking part in the event, I find that it
is interesting and meaningful to shareour working
experience and communicate the maritime knowledge
we have learnt throughout our career with the
secondary school students. Not only the students, we
will also learn and benefit lots from the experience and
knowledge from different fields of marine expertise.
Group Photo
Generally, the transfer and succession of knowledge
from the pioneers to younger generation leads to more
sophisticated innovations to the industry, and in contrast, the loss of these knowledge may have a
devastating effect to our society. HKJB of RINA & IMarEST and HKIMT will be continuing to serve
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as gears and lubricant and to devote itself in promoting maritime knowledge to diversified bodies in
the society.
(Reported by Sam C. H. Kwan)

Female Members in HKJB’s Committee
Yoyo and Catherine were appointed as co-opt members to the HKJB in the last AGM held in January
this year. They were by far the first few young female marine professionals in HKJB. Their
appearance in the HKJB Committee broke the spell that HKJB is an organization with male members
only and new blood to the industry is scarce.
As a Mechanical Engineering graduate from Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Yoyo
is presently the only female Chief Engineer of Operation division in TURBOJET, which operates
passenger vessels regularly between Hong Kong and Macau. Her main responsibility is to keep
watch and maintain proper running of machinery onboard, including the main propulsion engines,
generators etc., as well as working closely with the Engine Department to perform troubleshooting
during breakdown events. She ensures that the ship operation is in compliance with company policy,
MARPOL and SOLAS regulations.
Catherine started her career as a Structural Engineer in the offshore oil and gas industry after gaining
both her Bachelor and Master Degrees from UK's UCL in Civil and Environmental Engineering.
Through on-the-job training, she developed expertise in the offshore infrastructure transportation and
installation sector and gained her chartership with IMarEST in 2013. Her enthusiasm and motivation
enabled her to be appointed as Lead Project Engineer in a couple of oil and gas infrastructure
installation projects in the North Sea in recent years.
And Yoyo and Catherine would like to share their experiences in this issue of eMARINA.
Was stepping into the marine industry part of your plan?
[Yoyo] It was not until second year of my university studies that I came to know this industry would
hire mechanical engineering graduates as marine engineer cadet on foreign going vessels. After
knowing more about working onboard, I was fascinated by the job nature and working environment
onboard. Then and there I decided to become a marine engineer.
[Catherine] Certainly not! I was just handing out CVs while job hunting and landed myself with the
job as a Trainee Structural Engineer for an Offshore Contractor. From not knowing what the job was
about, it was one of my best choices so far!
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Any fantastic moments / achievement that you would like to share

Isn’t It romantic!

What a challenge!

[Yoyo] Being able to keep working on ship without giving up midway is an achievement to myself
despite some challenging working environment at times! The best moments were those times when
we just done working on some machinery for hours and coming onto the deck to see the beautiful
sea and sky, and sometimes dolphins, sea turtles, seals, crabs, and flying fish, those moments were
truly memorable.
[Catherine] Being able to see through projects from start to
finish are always great; it feels like seeing the birth of a kid!
Offshore T&I projects are always fast-paced and exciting.
The moments of seeing oil and gas platforms of a few
thousand tonnes each getting floated out onto a
transportation vessel, then installed to position, all under
control in just a few days, always give great job satisfaction.
What are the biggest challenges that you see in this job?
[Yoyo] Working on foreign going vessels as a marine
engineer requires loads of stamina and determination, both
physically and mentally. However, the longing of family and
companionship due to long duration away from home and the
inability to communicate with them was the biggest challenge.
[Catherine] Due to tight weather windows for offshore
operations, every little detail needs to be planned in
advanced. Going offshore always feels like going on a
Do you like my project?
survival trip where you have to plan the whole trip properly
and bring everything with you for the ‘just in case’ saga.
However, there are also times where you will need to give in due to commercial issues, just like
situations where you have to avoid overloading your baggage during holiday trips.
On the other hand, the offshore career can become very niche, and may limit future job options,
especially in today’s worldwide uncertainties. Therefore, I have recently moved to work on onshore
infrastructure projects to broaden my skillsets.
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Being a woman, do you ever find it difficult?
[Yoyo]It was indescribably difficult at the beginning to get used to the kind of physical workload on
my body. Apart from that, there has always been people doubting whether me being a lady could do
things like climbing up to the crane top, operate the hydraulic jack manually, or even don on the
fireman outfit and enter enclosed space for firefighting etc. Yet, instead of proving to them, it was
more of proving to myself that I could do all these and even much more than that. Many might think
that being a lady onboard is a disadvantage, but how I see it is apart from physical differences, ladies
tend to have a more meticulous mind which could solve problems others cannot.
[Catherine] Surprisingly no! When people are aware of your professional strengths, men within the
industry can become quite understanding, especially on work sites, and are sometimes more lenient
to female colleagues. Being a rare species’ offshore, people sometimes treat you like a princess!
Apart from your job, do you spend any hobbies around the marine environment?
[Yoyo] Having spent years working at sea, I still enjoy going on boat trips, the sunrises and sunsets
never bore me. For that reason, I have got myself pleasure boat license as well!
[Catherine] Working in oil and gas projects has given me a lot of travelling opportunities to many
seaside cities, especially Northern European countries which I enjoyed visiting very much. I also love
the beach, from sunbathing to playing water sports such as wave surfing. Boat trips are a must in
Hong Kong during the summer.
Any plans on your next move?
[Yoyo] I wish to make use of my skills and experience gained through the years and contribute it
back to the industry. Presently I am working in River trade high speed craft, it made me realise what
I learnt in the past was just a fraction of what the industry has to offer, and I am now still trying to
learn more about the industry.
[Catherine] It would be great to utilise project management skills gained from both oil and gas industry,
and onshore infrastructure projects, to work in the renewables sector. I am keen for such exciting
move in the near future. I am also keen to participate in promoting the exciting marine industry to
young people or training newcomers.
Both Yoyo and Catherine will be helping out in the forthcoming summer cocktail event and Annual
Ball in November this year and are looking forward to contributing more in networking the industry.

(Submitted by Yoyo Chan and Catherine Fok)
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Date

Event

24 April 2018

Hong Kong Institute of Marine Technology Annual General Meeting

2 June 2018

Technical Visit to Guangzhou cum Annual Sport Activity with GDSNAME

7 June 2018

HKJB/HKIMT Joint Chairmen Reception
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Any views or opinions expressed in the articles of eMARINA are those of the authors and do not necessarily
represent those of the Hong Kong Institute of Marine Technology or the Hong Kong Joint Branch of RINA
& IMarEST. The Joint Editorial Committee of both institutes cannot accept the responsibility for the
accuracy of information and opinions expressed in the articles published in eMARINA. These articles are
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Download Websites
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